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Economics,volcanoes, and Phanerozoic revolutions
Geerat J.Vermeij
Abstract.-Two intervalsof the Phanerozoic stand out as timesof biosphere-scalerevolutionin the
sense that biogeochemical cycles came under increased control by organisms.These are the early
Paleozoic (extending fromjust before the Cambrian to the Middle Ordovician, a durationof about
100 m.y.),characterizedby the appearance of predators,burrowers,and mineralized skeletons,and
by the subsequent diversificationof planktonic animals and suspension-feeders;and the later Mesozoic (latest Triassic to mid-Cretaceous,a duration of somewhat more than 100 m.y.),marked by
a greatdiversificationof predatorsand burrowersand by the rise of mineralized planktonicprotists.
This paper explores the economic conditions thatmake such revolutionspossible.
I argue that opportunitiesfor innovation and diversificationare enhanced when raw materials
and energy are supplied at increasing rates,or when organisms gain greateraccess to these commodities throughrising temperaturesand higher metabolic rates.Greaterper capita availabilityof
resources enables populations to grow; lessens or alters ecological constraintson functionalimprovement; makes possible the evolution of high metabolic rates (large incomes), which in turn
permitimprovementin each of several otherwiseincompatiblefunctions;and favorsthe establishmentand spread of daughterspecies arisingthroughfounderspeciation.Reductionsin productivity
reinforceadaptational constraintsand may bring about extinctions.
Massive submarinevolcanism,togetherwith its associated phenomena of warming,sea-level rise,
and widening of warm-weatherzones, is proposed to be the chief extrinsictriggerforthe Phanerozoic revolutions.The laterMesozoic was characterizedby continentalrifting,which accompanied
massive submarinevolcanic eruptionsthatproduced large quantitiesofnutrientsand carbondioxide.
This activitybegan in the Late Triassicand peaked in the mid-to Late Cretaceous.The EarlyCambrian
was also a time of riftingand may likewise have been markedby large-scalesubmarinevolcanism.
Continental and explosive volcanism, weathering,and upwelling are other potential means for
increasingevolutionaryopportunity,but theireffectsare eitherlocal or linked directlyor indirectly
with cooling. Intense chemical weatheringin the Early Cambrian,however, may have contributed
to the early Paleozoic revolution.
The extrinsicstimuluswas greatlyamplifiedthroughpositive feedbackby the evolution of higher
metabolic rates and other means for acquiring, trading,retaining,and recyclingresources more
rapidly and froma wider range of environments.Because these novelties usually require a high
and predictable supply of resources,their evolution is more likely when extrinsicallycontrolled
supplies increase ratherthan when per capita availability is low.
In the view adopted here,the microevolutionaryand microeconomicmarketforcesofcompetition
and natural selection operate against a backdrop of macroeconomicsupply and demand. Resources
are under both extrinsicand intrinsiccontrol.Positive and negative feedbackslink processes at the
micro-and macroeconomiclevels. This view complementsthe genealogical and hierarchicalconception of evolution by emphasizing thatthe patternof descent is influencedby resourcesand by
marketforcesoperating at all scales of space and time.
GeeratJ. Vermeij. Departmentof Geologyand CenterforPopulationBiology,University
of Californiaat
Davis, Davis, California95616-8605
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Introduction

and expansion of new trophic levels, new
Some episodes in the historyof life reveal modes of life, and increased control by orevolution of such a dramatic characterand ganisms over the geochemical cycles of eswith such far-reachingconsequences forthe sential nutrients.I would nominate two epbiosphere that they can be justifiablytermed isodes during the Phanerozoic-the earlyParevolutions.Not only did the numberof spe- leozoic (Cambrian to Early Ordovician) and
cies rise sharply during these intervals,but the later Mesozoic (Jurassic and Cretathere were importantbiochemical and adap- ceous)-as belonging in this category. The
tive innovations that triggereda cascade of purpose of this paper is to explore and charirreversibledevelopments:the establishment acterizethe economicconditionsthatset these
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great revolutions in motion, and to propose
that geological processes provided the primary extrinsiccontrol.
The firstof these revolutionsbegan shortly
before the Proterozoic-Cambrian boundary
and lasted until Middle Ordovician time. In
its early phase, which encompasses the socalled Cambrian explosion, the early Paleozoic revolution was marked by the appearance of predatorybenthic animals (Bengtson
and Zhao 1992; Conway Morrisand Bengtson
1994), the evolution of animals capable of
burrowing more than a few millimetersinto
sediments(Runnegar 1982) and, above all, by
the evolution of mineralized as well as organic skeletons in many groups of organisms
(forreviews and discussion see Vermeij 1990;
Valentine et al. 1991; Conway Morris 1993).
The widespread use ofskeletalmaterialsbased
on calcium, phosphorus, and silica led to an
increase in the controlof these substancesby
bottom-dwellingmarine organisms (Fischer
1984; Maliva et al. 1990; Knoll et al. 1993).
Precipitation of minerals in the ocean was
controlled largely by inorganic processes
during the Proterozoic and by organisms
thereafter.The disturbance of sediments by
burrowers rescued carbon and other nutrients from burial in the sediments, and enabled these substances to be recycled by organisms (Thayer 1983; Fischer 1984; Brasier
1992). Afterthe Early Cambrian innovations
in geochemical cycling and in morphology
among benthic organisms,the pelagic realm
of the ocean was invaded on a large scale by
protistan and metazoan animals. Although
some Early Cambrian planktonic animals are
known, massive expansion began in the Late
Cambrian and continued into the Ordovician
(Signor and Vermeij 1994). At the same time,
suspension-feeding became an increasingly
importantmode oflifeamong benthicmarine
animals. The final Ordovician phase of the
early Paleozoic revolution was characterized
by diversificationon a large scale among
groups that had originated during the Cambrian (Sepkoski and Sheehan 1983; Foote
1992). The durationofthe earlyPaleozoic revolution is difficultto estimate,but 75 m.y. is
a reasonable figure.
The laterMesozoic, beginning near the Tri-

assic-Jurassicboundary,marked another episode of 100-120 m.y. of innovation, diversification,and change in biogeochemical control. In its early phases, the Mesozoic revolutionwas characterizedby the diversification
and specialization of marine predators and
burrowersand by the appearance of mineralized protistanplanktonic organisms (Vermeij 1977, 1987; Thayer 1983). The calcium
and silica cycles were fundamentallyaltered
as a larger fractionof carbonates and cherts
came to be deposited by virtueof organicproductionbeneath the surfaceofthe open ocean
(Schopf 1980; Fischer 1984; Maliva et al. 1990;
Knoll et al. 1993). During the Early Cretaceous, these changes were supplemented by
the diversificationof floweringplants and social insects on land. In addition, there was a
general rise in diversityamong land plants,
terrestrialtetrapods,and marine animals at
the family level (Valentine 1969; Bambach
1977; Niklas et al. 1983; Sepkoski 1984; Benton 1989; Weems 1992). For the marine record, this expansion was particularlyevident
during the approximately 30-m.y. interval
fromthe Aptian to the end of the Cenomanian (Sepkoski 1984, 1993). This increase in
diversityhas not been detected at the family
level in insects (LaBandeira and Sepkoski
1993). For that group, however, the family
level may be an inappropriatelycoarse scale
at which to look for trends in diversity,because many insectfamiliescontain thousands
to tens of thousands of species.
These revolutions pose a major challenge
to our understanding of the timing,causes,
and environmental context of evolutionary
innovation and diversification.In economic
terms,we may ask the following questions.
Are there unusually favorable initial conditionsthatenable subsequenteconomicgrowth
in the biosphere to take place? Are the innovations so rare or so difficultto attain for
developmentalor otherreasonsthattheirtime
of appearance is of no special significance?
Innovation and diversificationhave not,of
course, been limited to the two great revolutions of the Phanerozoic. There were surely
revolutionsat several intervalsduringtheArchean and Proterozoiceons, and on a smaller
scale, innovation and diversificationcharac-
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terized many Phanerozoic intervals(see Vermeij 1987; Des Marais et al. 1992; Knoll 1992).
In fact,some observerswould regardthe midPaleozoic (Silurian to earlyCarboniferous)as
a third interval of Phanerozoic revolution.
This intervalwas marked by the appearance
and rapid diversificationof vascular land
plants and arthropods,the diversificationand
specialization of marine predators and burrowers,and the evolution ofskeletaldefenses
among many marine animal groups (Niklas
et al. 1983;Thayer1983;Signorand Brett1984;
Vermeij 1987; Shear 1991). The idea that the
patternand extentof chemical weatheringon
land changed during the mid-Paleozoic (Berner and Raiswell 1983; Fischer 1984; Knoll
and James1987; Berner 1993) may,however,
not be correct.Evidence fromNeoproterozoic
and Late Ordovician soils indicates thata relatively productivefloraof microbesand later
of prevascularland plants was presentbefore
the rise of vascular plants and, therefore,that
the pattern of weathering characteristicof
communities dominated by vascular plants
may already have existed much earlier (Horodyski and Knauth 1994; Yapp and Poths
1994). In other words, there may not have
been fundamental changes in geochemical
cycles during the mid-Paleozoic. There were
also significantshorter intervals of diversificationand adaptation during the Cenozoic
(especially duringthe earlyto middle Eocene,
early Miocene, and early Pliocene), but again
these intervalswere evidentlynot markedby
global alterations in the cycles of essential
nutrients.By focusing on the most spectacular intervals of Phanerozoic evolution, we
may be able to detectphenomena and causal
chains that are less easily discerned at more
normal times.
In this essay, I shall firstreview and evaluate some previous ideas about the causes and
contextof diversificationand large-scaleevolutionaryinnovation. This review will set the
stage for an extension and elaboration of an
economic view of the historyof life (Vermeij
1987, 1993). The thesis developed here is that
opportunitiesforexceptional innovation,enemy-related adaptation, and diversification
are enhanced when raw materialsand energy
are supplied at unusually high rates by geo-
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logical processes and when organisms gain
increased access to these commodities. Massive submarine volcanism, togetherwith associated hydrothermalactivity,triggered a
cascade of evolutionaryevents thatled to the
two prehuman revolutions in the Phanerozoic historyof the biosphere. Innovations enabling organismsto retain and recyclenutrients have amplified this extrinsiccontrol.
Previous Ideas About
Diversification and Innovation
Most attemptsto explain the timingof evolutionaryinnovationand diversificationhave
centered either on factorsthat are believed
to regulate the number of living species or
on theappearance ofnew inventionsthatthen
make possible previouslyunattainablearchitecturesand habits. Diversity-regulatingfactors include habitable area, provinciality
(subdivision of the biosphere into geographically distinctbiotas), and productivity(the
rate at which carbon or energy is fixed into
living tissues). Each of these factors,in turn,
has been linked to changes in sea level, tectonic activity,or extinction.Arguments invoking key innovations rely on the liftingof
previous structuralor chemical constraintsto
increase diversity.
Area has generallybeen viewed as the most
importantsingle factorin regulating diversity. Larger areas tend to support greater
numbers of species (MacArthur and Wilson
1967). This effectcould explain the observation thatthe diversityof most marine groups
increased during transgressions(rises in sea
level) and decreased either when sea level
fell or during the earlyanoxic stages of transgression(Schopf 1974; Sepkoski 1976; Fischer
and Arthur1977; Hallock 1987; Hallam 1992;
Wignall and Hallam 1992). The loss of diversitywould be especially severe when regression (falling sea level) leads to the dryingup
of extensive epicontinentalseas, especially if
many species were found only in such seas.
The area effectmayexplain species losses during extinctionevents in the Late Ordovician
and at other times during the Paleozoic and
Cretaceous (see e.g., Sheehan 1988). Pleistocene fluctuationsin sea level and in habitable
seafloor area had little effecton benthic di-
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versity(Wise and Schopf 1981; Stanley 1984;
Valentineand Jablonski1991),perhapsin part
because there were few epicontinental seas
of limited extent and because such seas do
not generally contain endemic species.
Changes in habitat area may explain some
temporalpatternsin diversity,but other factors must account for the largest-scale patterns.The overall increase in the number of
marine species, especially during the Cenozoic, does not match an increase in shallowwater bottom area; and the mid-Cretaceous
rise in marine diversityis paralleled by an
increase on land, even though total land area
must in general be inverselycorrelatedwith
that of the sea bottom.
Another proposed control on diversityis
the number of biogeographically distinct
provinces(Valentine 1969;Schopf 1980). With
steep latitudinalgradientsin climateand with
dispersedcontinentsseparatingdistinctocean
into discrete
basins, biotas are differentiated
more
homogeneous
units. In a climatically
and geographicallyless divided ocean or land
mass,the numberof provincesis smaller,and
there are fewer species globally (Valentine
1969, 1971a; Valentine and Jablonski 1982;
Jablonskiet al. 1985). If the number of provinces has risen throughtime (especially after
the Cretaceous), as Signor (1990) contends,
global diversityalso would have increased.
The Early Cambrian was a time of high diversificationrateand of many provinces(Signor 1990, 1991; Valentine et al. 1991). However,the high diversityof the Frasnian (early
Late Devonian) and of the Jurassicand Early
to middle Cretaceous was maintained or
achieved despite a biogeographically poorly
differentiatedocean (Boucot 1975; Hallam
1981a,b, 1992). Moreover,Tiffneyand Niklas
(1990) found no correlationbetween global
land-plant diversity and number of provinces. For Neogene mammalsof NorthAmerica, the diversityof large herbivores is correlated with the number of biogeographic
subdivisions,but thatof small herbivores(especially rodents) may be inverselyrelated to
provinciality (Van Valkenburgh and Janis
1993). Very large differences in diversity
among Recent regions of comparable area

(Vermeij 1978; Latham and Ricklefs 1993;
Ricklefsand Latham 1993) implythatprimary
controlofdiversityis exercisedby factorsother than or in addition to biogeographical subdivision.
A variation of this view is that diversity
and diversificationdepend on the dynamics
of barriersto gene flow among populations
(Cracraft 1985). Climatic or tectonic events
that lead to the formationof many barriers
promote allopatric speciation and increase
provinciality; those that eliminate barriers
may not reduce diversitybut will restrictopportunitiesforisolation and speciation (Bakker 1977). If allopatric speciation is the predominant mode of speciation, the dynamics
of barriersto gene floware clearlyimportant.
I shall argue laterin thispaper thatspeciation
accompanied by the expansion ofpopulations
is especially importantfroman adaptational
point of view, and that this mode of speciation is prevalent when productivityis high.
A relationshipbetween diversityand productivityhas long been suspected, but opinions about its nature vary widely. Valentine
(1971b) argued that low or stable food supplies are associated with adaptive specialization and with high numbers of species (as in
the deep sea, for example), and that a high
or unstable supply of resourcesis linked with
adaptive generalization and with low diversity. In support of this conclusion, Rex et al.
(1993) found thatdeep-sea biotas beneath watersof high fertility
are less diversethanthose
beneath low-fertilitysurface waters. However, potential productivityas measured by
actual evapotranspirationis a betterpredictor
of the number of land birds and plants than
is area (Wright1983; Wrightet al. 1993). Bambach (1993) are argued that nutrientavailability and marine primaryproductivityincreased during the Phanerozoic, and thatthis
increase accompanied both the expansion of
habitats occupied and a general diversification. The most comprehensive survey of diversityis that of Rosenzweig and Abramski
(1993), who found thatthe numberof species
generally rises as productivity(measured as
energy flux per square meter per year) increases from low to intermediatelevels; di-
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versitythen declines as productivityincreases further.Later in this paper I shall return
to and reconcile the varying interpretations
of the connections among diversity,evolutionaryopportunity,and productivity.
All these ideas imply that the number of
species is under extrinsiccontrol.This theme
runs deeply through much of the literature
on large-scaleevolutionaryevents.Umbgrove
(1947) perceived a link between pulses of
mountain-buildingand glaciation on the one
hand and the diversificationof land plants
on the other,but he did not expose underlying mechanisms. Axelrod (1981) proposed
that explosive volcanism causes both extinction and speciation, because the aerosols liberated to the atmosphere during eruptions
cool the climate and thereforepromote eutrophication,which he considered favorable
forspecies formation.Exactlyhow thiswould
work was not made clear. Des Marais et al.
(1992) suggested that the supply of oxygen
and other elements is determinedprimarily
by tectonics,and thatthe timingofmajorProterozoic evolutionaryevents had more to do
with the cycles of mountain-building and
erosion thanwith the controlofraw materials
by organisms.Rea et al. (1990) suggested that
an increase in volcanism and hydrothermal
activitynear the Paleocene-Eocene boundary
resulted in a sudden global warming, a reduction in productivity,a deep-sea extinction
event, and rapid intercontinentaldispersal
and subsequent diversificationof land mammals (see also Koch et al. 1992; Zachos et al.
1993).
The chief way in which tectonic activity
has been causally linked to diversificationis
through its effecton sea level. When land
masses drift apart by tectonic movements,
crustformsat mid-ocean ridges and displaces
seawater, which spills on to the continents
(forrecentdiscussions see Fischerand Arthur
1977;Schopf 1980;Worsleyet al. 1985; Hallam
1992). Not all risesin sea level are tectonically
caused; the early Eocene, forexample, was a
time of transgressionbut not of unusual volcanic activity(Larson 1991b),and Pleistocene
fluctuationsin sea level are related to the extent of ice formationnear the poles.

L2'q

Mass extinctions might provide opportunities fordiversificationand innovation. After a crisis,survivorswould be more or less
unconstrainedby incumbentsand would be
able to spread and multiplywith little resistance. However, models as well as empirical
evidence indicate that ecological recovery
from crises takes thousands to millions of
years (Carr and Kitchell 1980; Stanley 1990;
Hallam 1991; Wignall and Hallam 1992; Hansen et al. 1993). Moreover,innovation during
the Triassicwas modestcomparedto thatduring the Cambrian, despite the fact that the
end-Permiancrisiswas one of the largestextinctionevents of the Phanerozoic (Erwin et
al. 1987; Kauffman1989). The Cambrianburst
did not come immediatelyaftera crisisas Hsu
et al. (1985) thought. The most spectacular
phases of the early Paleozoic and Mesozoic
revolutions came well aftercrises in the late
Proterozoic,end-Permian,and Late Triassic.
Evolutionary opportunity following crises
may have been quite limited either because
environmentsremainedhostileor because the
selectiveagencies (especially competitorsand
predators)to which organismsrespond were
rare or had a small per capita effect(Vermeij
1987). Extinction events often result in a
change of economic players because competitively dominant or defensivelysuperior incumbentslose theirgripon manyecosystems,
but extinctionby itselfis not enough to ensure subsequent innovation and diversification.
Ecological explanations for the timing of
Phanerozoic revolutions contrast with hypotheses that link evolutionary bursts with
the appearance of specificinventions of biochemistry,mode of development, or symbiotic relationship. The timing of such events
would be dictatedby the fortuitousevolution
of novelty ratherthan by ecological circumstances. The evolution of haplodiploid sex,
forexample, may have made possible the diversificationof eukaryotes during the Proterozoic (Knoll 1992). The Devonian diversificationof land plants followed the establishment of partnerships between green
plants and mycorrhizalfungi, and the Carboniferous rise in land-plant diversity fol-
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lowed the origin of seeds during the latest
Devonian (see e.g., Niklas et al. 1983).
Although I do not doubt that innovations
provide the means for realizing greater diversity in form and habits, two arguments
lead me to believe that innovation by itself
cannot guarantee revolution. Firstand most
importantly,the perceived link between innovation and diversificationis a posteriori.
For all the examples of an invention being
followed by a burst of evolution, there are
many others in which the response is either
greatly delayed or lacking. In other words,
the potential that hindsight suggests is inherent in an innovation may not be realized
immediately and sometimes fails to materialize altogether.For example, mammals did
not achieve theirpresentecological diversity
until the Eocene, more than 150 m.y.afterthe
firstmammalevolved in the Late Triassic.The
anatomicaland biochemicalmodificationsthat
enabled some angiosperms to enter the sea
during the Late Cretaceous could in principle
have resulted in a burst of evolution as impressive as thatamong angiospermson land,
but there are fewer than 50 marine angiospermstoday as compared to perhaps 250,000
species on land (see den Hartog 1970).
The second argument is that key events,
such as the evolution of skeletons or the acquisition of means for burrowing,occurred
in many lineages independently. They may
thereforebe more appropriately viewed as
responses to underlyingcauses than as generatorsofsubsequentdiversity.Inventionsare
necessarybut not sufficientingredientsin biological revolutions; their success or failure
depends on economic circumstances.A similar conclusion has been reached for human
economic historyof Braudel (1981) and Mokyr (1990), among many others.
A successfulhypothesisto explain the timing of the great turningpoints in the history
of life mustlink mechanismsof evolutionary
responses to observable circumstancesthat
provide evolutionary opportunity.The approach I take in this paper links principlesof
economics, ecology, and evolutionarybiology with the empirical record of geological
and biological events and conditions thataf-

fected the economic environmentof organisms and ecosystems.
Productivity,Populations, and
Opportunity
The survival and reproduction of organisms depends on the abilityof individuals to
acquire and controlraw materials,energy,and
information(Van Valen 1976; Sterrer1992).
This ability is affectedby the supply of nutrientsand energy as well as by the accessibilityof organismsto these commodities.All
evolution takes place against the economic
backdrop of supply and demand. The supply
and control of nutrients,energy,and information affect,and are affectedby, the numbers and capabilitiesof organisms(Van Valen
1976; Vermeij1987; Sterrer1992). The history
of life, therefore,can be interpretedin economic terms.An increase in supply and control permitseconomic expansion and, therefore, enhances opportunities for adaptation
and diversification.Stagnation or decline reinforcesadaptational gridlock and may trigger extinctions.
The argumentis as follows. Elementssuch
as carbon,phosphorus,nitrogen,silicon,iron,
potassium,and trace elements formthe economic base of life on earth. Primaryproductivity(the rate at which energy and carbon
frominorganic sources are fixed into living
tissues) depends on the availability of these
nutrientsand on the energyrequired to convert them. It also depends on the per capita
performanceof organisms,i.e., the access that
individuals have to nutrientsand energy.
Three circumstancespotentially limit per
capita productivity.These are: (1) a low rate
of supply of nutrientsor energy relative to
demand, (2) a limited capacity to exploit the
available nutrientsand energy (or, in economic terms,a low per capita income), and
(3) interruptionsor reductionsin production
imposed by consumersand otherenemies. A
fourthcircumstancelimits global productivity:environmentswith suitable nutrientsand
energy that are not occupied by organisms.
The firstcircumstance,a limitationof supply, can be alleviated only by an increase in
the rate of supply of critical resources. The
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energy required for production comes both
fromthe sun (as lightand heat) and fromthe
earth's interior(as heat). The necessary raw
materialseitherare delivered frominorganic
sources or are recycled among organisms by
the processes of consumption, decomposition,and remineralization(DeAngelis 1992).
Inorganic nutrientsbecome available either
fromouterspace or fromthe earth'scrustand
component may
mantle. The extraterrestrial
be important,but its magnitude is difficultto
estimate,and therole ofouterspace as a source
of nutrientswill not be considered further
here. Nutrientsfromwithin the earth enter
the biosphere through weathering, upwelling, and volcanic eruptions.Recyclingis enhanced when rate of consumption, decomposition, and remineralizationrise. Because
most biological activities are strongly temperature-dependent(see Clarke 1993 fora review), all theseprocessesare speeded up when
temperaturerises. Recyclingis slowed down
either when the temperaturefalls or when
nutrientsare lost. This loss can occur either
because nutrientsare buried in sediments or
because they are stored in the bodies of organisms that are stronglyresistantto attack
by consumers and decomposers (see Robinson 1990; DeAngelis 1992).
The otherthreecircumstanceslimitingproductivitymay be overcomeby biomechanical
or biochemicalimprovements.Such improvements come in threeforms:(1) attributesenabling organisms to exploit resources more
rapidly, (2) mechanisms permittingthe exploitationof previouslyuntapped or inaccessible resources,and (3) traitsthat protectthe
biological machinery of production against
exploitationby consumers.
The way in which nutrientsaffectthe biosphere varies among ecosystems, and depends on which factorslimit primary production.Models suggestthatin nitrogen-limited ecosystems,such as cool-temperateforests and terrestrialpolar communities, the
most effectiveway of bringing about an increase in primaryproductivityis to raise the
temperature (Melillo et al. 1993; Prentice
1993). This enables the processes of decomposition and nitrogenfixationby microbesto
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convertotherwiseunavailable nitrogento usable soil nitrogenmore rapidly.A rise in temperature in deserts and tropical evergreen
forests,which are generally not limited by
the availabilityof nitrogenin the soil, would
do littlemore than increase respirationwithout stimulating photosynthesis,so that net
primaryproductivitywould decrease (Melillo et al. 1993; Prentice 1993). In these ecosystems,a rise in the concentrationof carbon
dioxide would increase primaryproductivity,
at least among plants using the standard C3
pathway.For C4 plants,which
photosynthetic
predominatein tropical grasslands and tend
to be limited by phosphorus, rising levels of
carbondioxide would do littleto increase primary production. For them, an increase in
phosphoruswould presumablystimulateprimaryproductivity.Riebessel et al. (1993) have
shown that primaryproductivityof phytoplankton can be enhanced by increasingconcentrationsof carbon dioxide during timesof
bloom, even though photosynthesisin the
open ocean is normallylimited by the availability of nitrogenand phosphorus (see also
Raven 1993). In many pelagic communities,
the ability of diatoms to take up the major
nutrients,such as nitrogen and and phosphorus, is limited by the availability of iron
and zinc, whose concentrationsare low in
areas away from large land masses or from
sites of upwelling (see e.g., Martinet al. 1990;
Sullivan et al. 1993; Morel et al. 1994). Whichever nutrientor source of energyis limiting,
most ecosystemsand the organismscomprising them will benefit from processes and
eventsthatdeliver nutrientsand energymore
rapidly,as long as these processes and events
do not themselvesinterferewith the fixation
of raw materialsinto living tissues.
Not only do increases in productivitycome
about in differentways, but the kinds or organisms thatbenefitalso vary. Reef-building
marineanimals with photosynthesizingsymbionts in their tissues thrive in low-fertility
waterswhere externalinputs of nutrientsare
low. High productivityin these situationsin
achieved by rapid turnoverwithin individuals and among members of the ecosystem;
it is made possible at least in part by high
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temperature.Most of the nutrientsare contained in the bodies of well-defended organisms.A similarsituationexistsin tropicalrain
forests (see Odum 1969; Pomeroy 1970;
DeAngelis 1992). The addition of nutrientsto
reefs places the photosynthesizing reefbuilders at a competitivedisadvantage to algae, suspension-feedersand, at the highest
nutrient concentrations, phytoplankton
(Birkeland 1989; Hallock and Schlager 1986;
Hallock 1987). In otherwords, an increase in
productivityarising from greater supply of
water-bornenutrientswill benefitplants as
well as the suspension-feedersand otherconsumersthatdepend on them,whereas plantanimal partnerships and their dependents
mightbenefitfrommore rapid recycling.
Changes in productivityaffectindividuals,
populations,and opportunitiesforadaptation
and speciation. When productivityincreases,
the potential exists forindividual organisms
to acquire moreresourcesand forpopulations
to grow. These effectsapply not only to primary producers, but also to consumers and
decomposers. Greaterper capita access to resources facilitatesadaptive change (Vermeij
1987) because it reduces ecological constraint.
Most adaptive improvementswith respectto
any single function,such as defense or reproduction, come with disadvantages (or
trade-offs)relative to other functions.These
incompatibilitiesthus enforceecological constraints on functional improvement. Such
limitationsare to be expected in populations
that are stable or in decline, as well as in
populations thatgrow only because top-down
regulation by consumers and other enemies
has been eased. The only traitslikely to become established under conditionsof ecological constraintare those whose benefitscome
withoutsignificantcosts (forexample, defensive chemicals thatinsects acquire fromfood
plants, as discussed by Kearsley and Witham
1992). In a world of increasing per capita resources,prevailing trade-offsare lessened or
altered, enabling traits or combinations of
traits to become established that otherwise
would have been purged fromthe population
because of unacceptable functionalconflicts.
Even if individuals with such traits have
adaptive shortcomings,the benefitsmay outweigh the costs.

In population growth occurs only because
enemies and othertop-down controlsare removed, per capita resources do not increase
and mayin factdwindle. Competitionamong
individuals is thereforelike to intensifyand,
although some functional incompatibilities
are eased as selection due to enemies diminishes, otherconstraintson individual performance maybecome even stronger.This point
is well illustratedby the human population
growth in many poor countries, where increases in the availability of resources (that
is, per capita incomes) have not kept pace
with reductions in the rate of mortality.In
general,therefore,opportunitiesforadaptive
improvementin acquiring nutrientsand energyare enhanced only when ecological constraintsare relaxed or altered,which in turn
is likely only when per capita access increases.
The hypothesisthatadaptive innovation is
mostlikely where access to nutrientsand energy is least encumbered is consistentwith
the ecological and geographic distributionof
innovations as observed in the fossil record.
Analyses of firstappearances of high-level
clades of marine animals reveal thatthe novelties associated with these clades occurred
firstin relatively near-shore conditions (Jablonski et al. 1983; Jablonskiand Bottjer1990,
1991), especially at tropical low latitudes (Jablonski 1993). This pattern has often been
interpretedto reflectgreater and more frequent disturbancein near-shoreas compared
to offshorehabitats (see e.g., Jablonskiet al.
1983), or to reflectpervasive biases in the
preservation of habitats in the rock record
(Mount and Signor 1992). It is also, however,
consistentwith the view that innovation is
most apt to occur in shallow waters where
inputs of nutrientsand the availabilityof energy for primaryproducers are greatest(see
also Vermeij 1978).
Another importantconsequence of higher
productivity(or greater access to resources)
is that at least some individuals can sustain
high metabolic rates (or, in economic terms,
high incomes). Rapid metabolismenables an
organism to performmany functionssimultaneously and with reduced incompatibility.
This is because more energy is available to
divide among competing functions.As long
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as the supply of resources,or access to them,
remains high and predictable, high-income
individuals will secure an advantage in competition, defense, and informationover organisms with lower energy requirements.
The benefitsofrapidmetabolismoftencome
at the expense of lower energetic efficiency,
but under conditions of economic growth
these so-called opportunitycosts are tolerable. Cold-blooded vertebrates,for example,
are more efficientin termsof energyuse than
are warm-blooded (endothermic) birds and
mammals (Pough 1980). This efficiencyprovides a survival advantage in habitatswhere
resourceavailabilityis temporarilyor chronicallylow. Where supplies offood and energy
are high,however,the greaterendurance and
food-gatheringabilities associated with endothermyprovide competitiveadvantages for
endotherms over their more efficientectothermiccounterparts.An analagous situation
existsamong suspension-feeders.Brachipods
are more efficientthan are bivalved molluscs,
but the latter appear to have a competitive
advantage in all but the most food-starved
habitats(Thayer 1986).
Temperaturehas additional importanteffects on evolutionary opportunity(Vermeij
1978,1987).Energeticcostsofcalcificationand
of viscosity-relatedactivities,such as swimming and suspension-feedingby animals and
water conduction in plant stems,decrease as
environmentaltemperaturerises,because the
solubility of calcium carbonate and the dynamic viscosityofwaterdecline (Clarke 1983,
1993; Denny 1990; Podolsky 1994). High temperaturesmake possible a large varietyof defenses and other specializations that are eitherunattainableor energeticallymostcostly
when body temperatureis low.
Species that interactwith dominants must
either adapt to them or become restrictedto
situations where interactions are reduced.
Adaptation involves improvementsin competitive, defensive, and information-related
traits.This enforces escalation, which leads
to ecological and evolutionaryspecialization
among species (Vermeij 1987, 1994).
The evolution of competitively superior
species marginalizes biologically less sophisticated organisms and causes the restriction
of such species to environmentswhere pro-
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ductivityis lower or where access is limited
by factors such as low temperature and a
shortage of water (Vermeij 1987). These environmentsprovide safetyfromenemies and
are thus ecological refuges.Subsequent evolution in such refuges-the dry land, the pelagic realm, environmentsbeneath the surfaces of rocks and sediments, fresh waters,
caves, the deep sea, and the bodies of other
organisms(Vermeij 1987; Signor and Vermeij
1994)-may lead to exploitationofpreviously
untapped resources and, therefore,result in
renewed increases in global productivity(see
also Bambach 1983, 1993).
Increased productivityshould also favor
certain kinds of speciation and therefore
stimulates diversification.Genetic isolation
and divergence are necessary conditions for
the formationof new species. Valentine and
Jablonski(1982) make an importantdistinction between two kinds of speciation. In vicariantspeciation,a single population is subdivided eitherby the imposition of a barrier
or by the extinctionof parts of the original
population. The surviving fragmentsmay
then diverge and become distinct daughter
species. In founderspeciation, divergence is
broughtabout by the spread and subsequent
establishmentof small founder populations.
Only this second mode of speciation is likely
to be significantfromthe adaptational point
ofview. The remnantsof a population subject
to subdivision by barriers or extinctionare
unlikely to expand. Ecological limitations
preventing functional improvement thereforeremain in force.Founder speciation, on
the otherhand, requires small daughterpopulations to expand. This is more likely to occur when nutrientsare plentiful or are increasingin availabilitythan when thereis an
economic statusquo. In otherwords, the opportunityforfounderspeciation and forunconstrained phenotypic change in daughter
populations is greaterwhen per capita access
to energy and nutrientsis increasing. Isolation and divergence do, of course, take place
even when energyand nutrientsare in short
supply, but they will be mainly by vicariant
speciation, and the ability of populations to
respond to new conditions will be sharply
limited by ecological constraintsimposed by
a lack of economic opportunity.
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At firstglance, this analysis of the link between productivityand evolutionaryopportunitywould seem to conflictwith previous
generalizationsabout diversity.Glazier (1987)
pointed out thatspecies with high per capita
use of energy(forexample, large-bodied species and endotherms) are greatly outnumbered by those with low energy demands.
Moreover, Rosenzweig and Abramski (1993)
found that the number of species reaches a
maximum at intermediatelevels of productivity.If high productivityprovides greater
opportunitiesfor adaptation and speciation,
why should species diversity be highest
among low-energyclades, and why should it
decline when productivityrises above some
intermediatevalue?
Rosenzweig and Abramski (1993) tentativelysuggestedthatthe level ofproductivity
at which peak diversityis reached is not the
same for all groups. They pointed out, for
example, that the diversityof rodents in the
United States reaches a maximum at lower
productivities than the diversity of carnivores. Marine mammalsand shorebirdsreach
theirhighest diversitiesin waters of greatest
at middle and high latitudes(Huston
fertility
1993; McGowan and Walker 1993; Rosenzweig and Abramski1993).I suggestthatthose
groups reaching peak diversityat the high
end of the productivityrange are competitive
dominantswith high metabolicrates.Groups
whose maximumdiversityis achieved in areas of lower productivityare characterizedby
lower per capita demands. With a lower per
capita demand, species in areas ofmodestproductivitycan stillmaintainlarge populations,
whereas species with rapid metabolism cannot, unless the relativelyunproductive area
is very large. This argumentunderscoresthe
point thatthe chiefbenefitsof increased productivityaccrue to the competitive,defensive, and informationaldominants,which exercise top-down or lateral control on subordinate species.
Two related arguments could be raised
against the hypothesis that increased productivity benefits populations and ecosystems. First,populations of consumer species
may respond so rapidly to increases in the
numberof primaryproducersthatthereis no

long-termrise in per capita income or in evolutionaryopportunity.Second, the addition
of nutrientsoften destabilizes communities
by causing large fluctuationsin population
sizes of consumers as well as primaryproducers (DeAngelis 1992). Outbreaks of grasshoppers in Australia and of crown-of-thorns
sea stars on Indo-Pacific reefs,for example,
have been linked to unusually high inputs of
nutrientsfollowing heavy rains. These outbreaks cause massive mortalityamong the
plantsand corals on which these animals feed
(White 1978; Birkeland 1982). Fluctuations
may be large enough that some populations
become extinct,with the result that local diversitydeclines.
Although both arguments are valid, they
apply only under certain restrictedcircumstances. Numerical responses of consumer
populations sufficientto keep primaryproducers at low population levels are characteristicmainly of communitiesin which diversityis low and primaryproducers exhibit
fewdefensesagainstherbivores(Strong1992).
Most such communities are aquatic systems
in which the principal primaryproducersare
algae and phytoplankters.In communities
with more species and in which plant defenses are well developed, complex trophic
interactionsusually prevent any single species from exercising control over the communityas a whole (Strong 1992). I therefore
argue that increased access to resources will
widen evolutionary opportunitymainly in
those communitiesthathave achieved a minimum threshold of complexityand defense.
The destabilizing effectof nutrientaddition
also may apply only in certain cases. If an
increase in productivityis brief,consumers
whose populations respond by growing rapidly on a plentiful food resource eventually
overwhelm that resource (plants in the case
ofAustraliangrasshoppers,phytoplanktonin
larvae) when nuthe case of crown-of-thorns
trientinput returnsto normal rates.I suspect
it is the pulsed nature of nutrientaddition
that brings on the instability.Long-termincreases in productivitymay not have this destabilizing effectand may make it possible
for trophic complexity to rise and be sustained.
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If an increase in productivityor access to
resources indicates the liftingof constraints,
than a decline implies theirimposition.There
is strongempiricalevidence in supportof the
hypothesis that episodes of extinction, including most or all of the mass extinctionsof
the Phanerozoic,were associated with a sharp
reduction in primaryproductivity(Vermeij
1978, 1987, 1989b; Sheehan and Hansen 1986;
Arthur et al. 1987; Allmon 1992; Paul and
Mitchell 1994). Species with high metabolic
rates, such as mammals and other endotherms,as well as organismswith few energy
reservesor restingstages, are especially susceptible to economic collapse; whereas organisms with low metabolic demands, those
with restingstages,and animals thatacquire
food by straining sediments, can weather
short-terminterruptionsin production and
are generally less prone to extinction (McAlester 1970; Levinton 1974; Van Valen 1975;
Kitchellet al. 1986;Sheehan and Hansen 1986;
Vermeij 1987; Rhodes and Thayer 1991).
The Causes of Revolution
If the argumentsset out in the preceding
section are correct,then the timing of biosphere-scalerevolutionsis dictatedby changes
in the economy of resource supply and demand. Revolutions are made possible by increases in energy (especially temperature)
and, perhaps secondarily,by increases in nutrientsupply. This stimulus must be delivered in ways that do not interferewith the
biological mechanisms of production. Moreover, organismsmustbe in a position to captureand recyclethe added resources,because
without this demand the energy and nutrients are quickly lost. I shall argue in this section thatmassive submarinevolcanism, with
its effectsof rising temperaturesand transgression,is the most plausible extinsiccause
of the Phanerozoic revolutions. Weathering
and upwelling may be importantcontributing causes, especially iftheyare linked to the
tectonic activitythat yields volcanism. The
extrinsic controls are greatly amplified by
feedback mechanisms operating in the biosphere.
The Effects
and Historyof Volcanism.
-Agriculturalistshave known for years that vol-
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canic eruptions cause soil enrichment. Although glassy volcanic ash does not weather
quickly or contributeto soil fertilityin some
dry climates (Cook et al. 1981), its chemical
weathering in warm moist regions rapidly
releases copious nutrientsinto soils, rivers,
and nearbymarineenvironments(Shoji et al.
1993). Basalts break down more slowly and
contain much less phosphorus than does volcanic ash, but their iron content (5% to 15%
by weight) is quite high (Basaltic Volcanic
Study Project 1981).
The hydrothermalactivity that accompanies submarine volcanism also injects nutrients into the sea. Although much of this materialis fixedin insoluble metalliferouscompounds and some reactswith basalt (Froelich
et al. 1982; Cann 1991), very large hydrothermalplumes are known that spew nutrients to a height of 1 km above the sea bottom
(Baker et al. 1987). Hydrothermalregions are
known to support productive communities
founded on chemosynthesizing bacteria
(Grassle1985;Jannaschand Mottl1985).These
communitiesare separated by wide zones of
relativelyunproductivesea bottom,but they
have manyspecies in common,implyingsubstantialtransportamong them.This transport
indicates that at least some of the nutrients
introduced at hydrothermalvents find their
way to other parts of the marine biosphere,
and thattheycould have a significantimpact
if hydrothermalactivitywere sufficiently
intense. Froelich et al. (1982) argued that hydrothermalvents are at best minorsources of
phosphorus in the modern ocean. They estimatedthat at most 7% of the total input of
phosphorus to the sea comes from hydrothermalsources.This contributioncould have
higher, however, at times when submarine
volcanic activity and associated seafloor
spreading rates were higher than they are
today. In the mid-Cretaceous,for example,
the rate of seafloorspreading was 40% to 50%
greaterthan today (Richteret al. 1992).
Even more importantthan the release of
nutrients may be the role of volcanoes in
ventingcarbondioxide, a greenhouse gas that
reduces heat loss fromthe earth'ssurface,into
the ocean and atmosphere. Carbon dioxide
introduced by hydrothermalactivitycan be
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released fromthe ocean to the atmosphereby
upwelling (Rea et al. 1990; Zachos et al. 1993;
Murrayet al. 1994). Higher atmosphericconcentrationsof this gas resultin global warming. For reasons thatremainincompletelyunderstood,greateroverall warmthis associated
with especially warm conditions at high latitudes. In the mid-Cretaceous,for example,
tropical reefs extended some 100 of latitude
furthernorth than they do today. Early Eocene tropicalforestsexistedat a paleolatitude
of at least 45?N,considerablypoleward of the
latitudinal limits of their modern counterparts (Crowley and North 1991). It may be
that,as the earth's surfaceheats through increased tectonic activity,oceanic circulation
comes to be dominatedby thesinkingofwarm
saline water formedat low latitudes,instead
of by the sinking of waters near the poles as
in the modern ocean. In other words, an increase in carbon dioxide would not necessarily implya uniformwarming,but insteadmay
particularlyaffectthe middle and high latitudes because of the greaterrole that oceans
play in heat transferbetween the tropicsand
the polar regions as compared to the atmosphere (for furtherdiscussion see Rea 1994).
The argumentthat high concentrationsof
carbon dioxide in the atmosphereare linked
to conditionspromotingevolutionaryopportunityis inconsistentwiththe commonlyheld
view that levels of carbon dioxide have declined since theDevonian. Holland (1984) and
Berner (1993) concluded that, because vascular land plants did not become abundant
until the Devonian, uptake of carbon dioxide
by terrestrialprimaryproducers would have
been small during the early Paleozoic. The
decline of carbon dioxide would mean that
evolutionaryopportunityfromthe Devonian
onward would have been less than that prevailing in the pre-Devonian Paleozoic. As
pointed out in the introduction,however,
photosynthesison land may have been locally importantwell before the Devonian by
virtue of the presence of nonvascular plants
and, perhaps, microbes (see especially Yapp
and Poths 1994). I suggestthatearlyPaleozoic
levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
were not generally higher than those during
and afterthe Devonian.

Justhow importantthis greenhouse effect
is remains a matterof debate. Caldeira and
Rampino (1990) constructed models of the
global carbon cycle in order to place upper
limitson the warming thatcould have taken
place as the resultof the end-CretaceousDeccan Traps volcanism. Using a liberal estimate
of original rock volume of 11 x 106 km3and
a high estimateforthe carbondioxide content
of the original flood basalt (0.5%), together
with an eruption duration of 0.5 m.y.,Caldeira and Rampino (1990) calculated a maximum increase of 2?C in temperature.More
modest increases of 1.3?C to 1.8?C were obtained when the more reasonable carbon dioxide content of 0.2% was used. Unfortunately, no calculations are available for the
width of the tropical zone or for the distribution of temperatureon the globally warmer earth's surface. Because global warming
generally is magnified at higher latitudes
(Crowley 1991a,b; Crowley and North 1991;
Dowsett et al. 1992), the effectof volcanically
induced warming on the width of warmweather zones may be even more important
than is the global average risein temperature.
Given thatthe Deccan Traps event was one
ofthe largestterrestrial
volcanic episodes, and
thatthe potentialwarmingmightbe offsetby
the cooling effectsof volcanic aerosols in the
stratosphere,skeptics mightjustifiablyquestion the role of volcanism in providing evolutionary opportunityon a global scale. In
fact, great eruptions have generally been
thoughtto have coincided with, and to have
caused, mass extinctions (see e.g., Axelrod
1981; Loper and McCartney 1988; Vogt 1989;
Garzanti 1993). Continental flood-basalt
eruptions associated with the formationof
the Deccan Traps in India and plateaus in the
Indian Ocean, and of the Siberian Traps (8 x
106 km3) in Russia, began close to the end of
the Mesozoic and Paleozoic eras respectively,
and have been causally linked by some authorsto the end-Cretaceousand end-Permian
mass extinctions(Axelrod 1981; Officerand
Drake 1983, 1985; McLean 1985; Courtillotet
al. 1986; Officeret al. 1987; Renne and Basu
1991; Campbell et al. 1992; Rampino and
Caldeira 1993). The end-Triassic extinction
event(s) closely coincided with flood-basalt
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eruptionsin Africaand eastern North America (see e.g., Rampino and Stothers1988), and
the formationof the Caribbean and Colombian plateaus about 91 Ma occurredat a minor
extinctionpeak at the end of the Cenomanian
epoch of the Cretaceous (see e.g., Sepkoski
1990, 1993; Ingram et al. 1994). The deep-sea
extinctionevent at 57 Ma (end-Paleocene) occurred at the onset of flood-basalteruptions
in the North Atlantic (see e.g., Kennett and
Stott 1991; Hovan and Rea 1992; Coffinand
Eldholm 1993). There may be a connection
between the minorextinctionsof the late Eocene (35 Ma) and middle Miocene (17-15 Ma)
and the flood-basalteruptions of the Ethiopian region and Columbia Plateau, respectively(see e.g., Hooper 1990; Sigurdsson1990;
Coffinand Endholm 1993).
Scenarios linking volcanism with extinction rely partlyon the idea that large eruptions cause surface temperaturesto decline
by virtue of the absorptionof solar radiation
by aerosols of sulfurand other products injected into the stratosphere(see e.g., Sigurdsson 1990). Other potential consequences of
large-scalevolcanism-obscuring of the sun,
acid rain,global fires,a reductionin the ozone
layer,and an increase in ultravioletradiation
(Rampino et al. 1979; Axlerod 1981; Officer
and Drake 1983; 1985; McLean 1985; Officer
et al. 1987;Handler 1989; Campbell et al. 1992;
Rampino and Self 1992; Vogelmann et al.
1992)-have all been linked by some authors
directlyor indirectlyto extinction.
Many very large eruptions, however, did
not coincide with mass extinctions.Of the
eleven temporallydistinctcontinentalfloodbasalt events of the last 250 m.y. listed by
Rampino and Stothers (1988), at least three
did not closely match any of the major or
minor extinctionpeaks recognized by Raup
and Sepkoski (1984) or Sepkoski (1990, 1993).
The Serra Geral and Etendeka flood basalts,
which formed in a single igneous province
in what are now South Americaand southern
Africa,had an estimated original volume of
1.5 x 106 km3(Renne et al. 1992). No extinction event is known forthe part of the Early
Cretaceous (133 Ma) when eruption began.
The flood-basaltsof the Rajmahal Traps in
India and the contemporaneouseruptionson
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the Kerguelen and Broken Ridge plateaus in
the Indian Ocean about 110 Ma did not coincide with extinction,nor did the Antarctic
flood basalts formed 170 Ma (for dates see
Rampino and Stothers1988; Coffinand Eldholm 1993). A volcanic eruption in the middle Late Ordovician (Caradocian, 454 Ma),
which mayhave released 1140 km3ofash over
what are now North America and Europe,
also cannot be linked to extinction(Huff et
al. 1992). Erwin and Vogel (1992) concluded
that violent eruptions during the Neogene
and Pleistocene did not bring about extinction, even though events such as the Toba
eruptionduringthe Pleistocene (75 Ka) might
have cooled the earth's surfaceby as much as
3?C to 4?C (Sigurdsson 1990). Finally, the
greatestof all known Phanerozoic volcanic
events,resultingin the formationof the Ontong JavaPlateau and other oceanic plateaus
in the Indian and Pacific oceans beginning
in the early Aptian epoch of the Early Cretaceous (124 Ma) and producing a rock volume of at least 51-55 x 106 km3 (Larson
1991a,b; Richards et al. 1991; Tarduno et al.
1991; Coffinand Eldholm 1992, 1993) did not
triggera mass extinction(Tarduno et al. 1991;
Campbell et al. 1992). There was a minorpeak
of extinctionat the end of the Aptian (Sepkoski 1990, 1993).
Two arguments lead me to propose that
submarinevolcanism initiatedand sustained
the greatPhanerozoic revolutions.First,most
of the documented submarine events produced farlargerrockvolumes and, therefore,
much larger amounts of the greenhouse gas
carbondioxide, than did even the largestcontinental flood-basalteruptions. The Ontong
Java event of the Early Cretaceous produced
a rock volume at least five times larger than
that liberally estimatedforthe partiallycontinentalDeccan Traps event,and six to seven
times larger than the end-Permian to Early
Triassic Siberian Traps volcanism. The submarinevolcanism thatformedthe Kerguelen
and Broken Ridge plateaus about 110 Ma
yielded an estimatedrockvolume of 24 x 106
km3, two to three times that of the Deccan
Traps and three times that of the Siberian
Traps (see Coffinand Eldholm 1993). The volumes associated with other Mesozoic sub-
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marine events are either smaller or remain
unknown. Volcanism producing the North
Pacific Shatsky Rise near the Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary (145 Ma) yielded perhaps 2
x 106 km3of rock (Sager and Han 1993). The
Carnian formationof the Wrangellia Plateau
had a large but unknown volume (see e.g.,
Richardset al. 1991). The second argumentis
that the cooling resulting from ejection of
aerosols to the stratosphereis characteristic
of explosive eruptions and probably of large
continental flood-basalteruptions (Sigurdsson 1990), but not of submarine volcanism.
Thus, the potentialwarmingproduced by the
liberation of large quantities of carbon dioxide would not have been counteractedby
aerosol-induced cooling in the case of very
large submarinevolcanic eruptions.The huge
volumes of rock erupted under the sea point
to much largerclimaticeffectsthan those postulated by Caldeira and Rampino (1990) for
continental events of the magnitude of the
end-CretaceousDeccan volcanism.Even ifthe
amount of carbon dioxide released into the
atmosphere and ocean by the Ontong Java
event were only three times that produced
by the Deccan episode, a warming of 4?C to
5?C in the global average surfacetemperature
is likely (see also Arthuret al. 1985; Crowley
1991a,b; Larson 1991b). The mid-Cretaceous
generally was a time when equatorial temperatureswere at or slightlyabove presentday values and when warm conditions extended to higher latitudesthan today (Crowley and North 1991; Sellwood et al. 1994).
Submarine volcanism in the Mesozoic may
have begun as early as the Late Triassic,and
was directlylinked with the breakup of the
supercontinent Pangea. Rifting apparently
began in the Carnian (230 Ma) in at least three
widely separated locations (Veevers 1989).
Richardset al. (1991) speculated thatmassive
submarine volcanism during the Carnian
formed the Wrangellia Plateau offwestern
NorthAmerica.The floodbasalts ofthe Karoo
Basin in Africaand theNewark Basin in North
America heralded the breakup of these continents.I suspect that it had a marine component. The dispersion of fragmentsof Pangea was well under way by the Middle Jurassic (175 Ma) (Veevers 1989). There were

subsequent submarineeruptionsthatformed
the ShatskyRise near the Jurassic-Cretaceous
boundary (145 Ma) and the Serra Geral and
Etendeka igneous province during the Early
Cretaceous (133 Ma), the latterepisode heralding the opening of the South Atlantic
Ocean (Renne et al. 1992;Sager and Han 1993).
These events were followed by the massive
submarine eruptions of the Aptian (124-121
Ma) in the Indian and Pacificoceans, the Albian (110 Ma) in the Indian Ocean, the late
Cenomanian (91 Ma) on the Caribbean and
Colombian plateaus,and the late Maastrictian
(66 Ma) in the Indian Ocean (see Larson 1991a;
Richardset al. 1991; Tarduno et al. 1991; Coffinand Eldholm 1993; Ingramet al. 1994). The
rate of formationof oceanic crust increased
by 50% to 75% between 100 and 80 Ma, and
peaked again around 65 Ma near the end of
the Cretaceous (Larson 1991a).
Did submarinevolcanism also characterize
the initiation of the early Paleozoic revolution? Brasier (1992) mentioned submarine
volcanism as takingplace near the beginning
of the Cambrian,but offeredno specificevidence other than the frequentoccurrenceof
widespread beds of volcanic ash. Continental
rifting probably began somewhat earlier,
about 550 Ma, during the late Vendian (Powell et al. 1993).
A potential problem with this scenario is
thatcollisions between continentsduringthe
Cretaecous caused the subduction of huge
amounts of carbon and potentially of other
essential nutrients.Selverstone and Gutzler
(1993) calculated that collision in the Alpine
region,which began 125 Ma during the midCretaceous,caused the subductionof perhaps
1017g of carbon. Additional carbon was lost
in the Himalayan regions as India collided
with Asia. This loss of carbon, Selverstone
and Gutzler argued, could accounted forthe
general cooling that took place in stepwise
fashion during the Cenozoic. I would respond by assertingthatthe loss of carbon did
not resultfromsubductionbeginning 125 Ma,
but fromthe formationof the Triassic dolomitesthatwere ultimatelysubducted. In other words, subduction of carbonates into the
mantlewas only the lateststep in a sequence
that began when carbon and possibly other
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nutrients were removed from the biogeochemical cycle by burial in sediments. This
burial,at least in the Alpine region,preceded
the Mesozoic episodes of submarine volcanism and biological revolution. Moreover,
Kerrick and Caldeira (1994) point out that
metamorphismof subducteddolomiteswould
have released carbon dioxide, at least some
of which is recycledto the atmosphere.They
also argue thatwidespread volcanism would
partiallyor wholly have offsetthe carbon loss
resultingfromthesubductionassociated with
collisions between continents.
If submarinevolcanism provided the right
conditions for revolution, then intervals of
the Phanerozoic when evolutionary events
were less dramaticshould show no evidence
of submarine volcanic activityor associated
phenomena. The historyof volcanism is still
not well known, but the available evidence
supports this hypothesis.The late Paleozoic
and most of the Triassic were evolutionarily
ratherquiescent intervals,which were characterized by subduction and continentalcollision rather than rifting.The flood-basalt
eruption of the Siberian Traps at the end of
the Permian is one of the few such eruptions
that were not associated with the riftingof
continents(Hooper 1990; Coffinand Eldholm
1992; Hill et al. 1992). No large submarine
volcanic episodes have yet been recognized
fromthis interval.
The Cenozoic record indicates episodes of
evolutionaryescalation among species and of
riftingand undersea volcanism, but these
were less dramaticthan during the Mesozoic.
The end-Paleocene to earliest Eocene volcanism in the North Atlanticwas perhaps the
largest Cenozoic submarine eruption. Although it coincided with the end-Paleocene
deep-sea extinctionevent, it may also have
set the stage for subsequent early Eocene
warming (see also Rea et al. 1990; Berggren
and Prothero 1992; Koch et al. 1992; Zachos
et al. 1993) and forthe accompanying diversification.
andProductivity.
-One potenTransgressions
tially importantconsequence of submarine
volcanism is a rise in sea level. Transgressions
may themselves lead to increased productivityin thesea as well as on land (Vermeij1987).
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The shallow seas that spread over the continientsas sea level rose were probably characterized by sluggish circulation,fertilesurface waters,and high ratesof planktonicand
benthic photosynthesis.Runofffromthe adjacent land adds nutrients, which remain
trapped in the stagnant and relativelyshallow seas rather than be transportedto the
open ocean (Fischerand Arthur1977; Fischer
1981; Worsleyet al. 1985; Hallock 1987; Garzanti 1993). The open ocean therefore remains relativelyinfertile,the moreso because
the vigorous mixing necessary to bring nutrientsfromdeep watersto the surfaceis slow.
Perhaps mostimportantly,high stands of sea
level are associatedwithbroad warm-weather
zones and with widespread moist climates
(Crowley and North 1991). All these conditions make transgressionsand high sea levels
favorable for high productivityon land, in
eutrophic shallow seas, and on reefs in the
oligotrophicopen ocean.
The two prehuman Phanerozoic revolutions were initiatedwhen sea level rose and
continued during times of exceptional transgression.The beginning of the Cambrianwas
marked by a period of transgression,which
coincided with widespread phosphorite deposition (Cook and Shergold 1984; Brasier
1992; Cook 1992). This transgressioncontinued, with briefinterruptionsand with intermittentphosporite deposition, well into the
Ordovician (Brasier1992; HIallam 1992). Similarly,the Jurassicand Cretaceous witnessed
a general if uneven sea-level rise,which was
especially dramaticin the mid and early Late
Cretaceous (Hallam 1992). From the Aptian
to the Turonian epochs of the Cretaceous,sea
level rose 125 m,withthe resultthatthe ocean
covered 77% of the earth'ssurface(Thierstein
1989; Crowley 1991b; Larson 1991b).
Other less dramatic episodes of diversification and adaptation, such as those of the
Middle Ordovician, Devonian, early Eocene,
early Miocene, and early to middle Pliocene,
also coincided with transgressions(Vermeij
1987). These intervals are all recognized as
times when warm-weatherbelts were broad
and when productivitywas high (see e.g.,
Crowley 1991a; Crowley and North 1991;
Dowsett et al. 1992).
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The late Paleozoic and most of the Triassic
were evolutionarilyquiet periods. Sea level
generally fell during this interval (Crowley
and North 1991; Hallam 1992).
These factsimply that transgressionsand
the various physical and biological phenomena associated with them contributed to
Phanerozoic revolutions.The early Paleozoic
and later Mesozoic transgressionsmay have
come at times when inputs of nutrientsand
energyfromtectonicsources were unusually
high.
A complicationin this pictureis the inference that high fertilityoccasionally characterized large parts of the open ocean during
transgressions.Extensiveblack shales rich in
organic carbon formedfromtime to time beneath seas and oceans. They are usually
thoughtto imply anoxic conditions,but Bertrandand Lallier-Vergnes(1993) have shown
fora Jurassicsequence thatnot all anoxic deposits are rich in carbon, and that variations
in the carbon contentof such deposits probably indicate variations in primaryproductivityin surfacewaters.The presence ofblack
in the
shales thereforeindicateshigh fertility
open ocean. Over the open ocean, such events
were probably brief (for furtherdiscussion
see Jenkyns1980; Leggett1980;de Graciansky
et al. 1984; Arthuret al. 1985; Thierstein1989;
Kemp and Baldauf 1993) and representtimes
of significantloss of carbon and perhaps other nutrientsfrom marine organisms to the
sediment.At the same time,however,carbonrichsedimentsmay also imply high inputs of
carbon. Very widespread carbon-rich sedimentsofthe EarlyCretaceouswere laid down
at the time of the Ontong-Javamarine volcanism (Bralower et al. 1994).
-The weatheringof land massWeathering.
es is responsible fortransportingnutrientsto
the sea. McLennan (1993) estimatesthatabout
12.6 x 1015 g of suspended sedimentsreached
the sea each year before rising by a factorof
0.6 in the human-dominated biosphere. An
additional 0.5-0.9 x 1015 g fallsas wind-borne
dust (Rea 1994). Phytoplanktonproductivity
and the survival of larvae that feed on phytoplankton are often enhanced by pulses of
nutrient runofffrom adjacent land masses
(Marsh 1977; Birkeland 1982) and are gen-

erally correlated with the concentrationof
land-derived minerals (Walsh 1988; Barber
and Chavez 1991). The mostintense chemical
weathering,which is microbiallymediated in
soils, occurs when mountainous lands are
subjectedto warm,moistconditions.Physical
erosion by water and wind is most severe in
glacial regimes and in dry windy places.
The history of chemical weathering has
been inferredfromstrontiumisotope ratios
in marinesediments.The mostintense chemical weatheringof continentalgraniticrocks,
ratio,
as inferredfrompeaks in the 87Sr/86Sr
occurrednear the beginning of the Cambrian
(550 Ma) and in the late Cenozoic (the last 2
m.y.),with a secondarypeak at 400 Ma in the
Devonian (Tardy et al. 1989; Capo and DePaolo 1990; Edmond 1992; Raymo and Ruddiman 1992; Richteret al. 1992). These peaks
correspondto timeswhen sedimentationrates
were also high (Davies et al. 1977; Tardy et
al. 1989). Minimal chemical weathering occurred during the Ordovician (455 Ma) and
Late Triassic(200 Ma). These conclusionsmust
be accepted with caution, however, because
ratiosare affectedby varistrontium-isotopic
ations,inthe isotopic compositionand rate of
productionof hydrothermalfluidsin the sea,
as well as by ratesof chemical erosion on land
(Raymo and Ruddiman 1992; Froelich 1993).
Althoughnutrientinput fromthe land may
influence evolutionary opportunity,weatheringprobablydoes not exerciseprimarycontrol.Chemical weatheringproduces the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (Bernerand Raiswell 1983; Des Marais
et al. 1992; Raymo and Ruddiman 1992) and,
therefore,may lead to the deterioration of
thermallyfavorable conditions. Enrichment
fromdust is greatestduring cool times such
as the glacial Late Pliocene and Pleistocene,
and least during such warm intervalsas the
earlyEocene, middle Miocene, and earlyPliocene (Rea 1994). The intensityof weathering
may be determinedlargelyby tectonicactivity. Insofar as volcanism and its attendant
abundance ofatmosphericcarbon dioxide enhance weathering,the nutrientenhancement
resultingfromthe breakdown and transport
of minerals on land should amplifythe thermal stimulatoryeffectof volcanism on evo-
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lutionary opportunity.The early Paleozoic
revolution in particular may have been fueled by the high ratesof chemical weathering
and sedimentation that have been documented forthe early Cambrian.
Upwelling.-Nutrientsand carbon dioxide
that accumulate in deep water as the result
of hydrothermalactivityor of the descent of
dead organismsand fecalpellets fromthe surface can be transportedto the photic zone of
primaryproductionthroughupwelling. This
process requires vigorous vertical mixing in
the water column. Such mixing is driven by
thermalconvection,surfacewinds displacing
surfacewater that is then replaced by water
frombelow, and diversion of ocean currents
by topographic features of the sea bottom
(Sheldon 1981; Riggs 1984; Vogt 1989). Nutrientsalso well up near glaciersand icebergs
(Apollonio 1973; Sancetta 1992). In the modern ocean, upwelling is associated with cool
surfacewaters,high planktonicproductivity,
and large standing stocks of algae, suspension-feeders, and their consumers (Walsh
1988; Duggins et al. 1989). Regions of upwelling have served as geographical refuges
fromextinctionduringthe Neogene (Vermeij
1978, 1989b). Upwelling is usually thoughtto
have been widespread when the temperature
gradiant between the equator and the poles
was steep and when sea level fell, because
circulationunder such circumstanceswould
be especially vigorous (Fisher and Arthur
1977; Hallock and Schlager 1986; Hallock
1987; Barron and Baldauf 1989). However,
most of the organic-richsediments inferred
to have been deposited in areas of upwelling
are known from times when sea level was
high,warm-climatebelts were broad, and circulation should have been sluggish. These
intervals include the Late Devonian, Cretaceous, and Neogene (Parrish 1987; Bralower
et al. 1994). Whether the numerous organicrich deposits of the Cambrian, Ordovician,
and Jurassicwere formed under conditions
of upwelling is less clear (Parrish 1987).
Upwelling is an importantmeans of redistributingresources,but it does not exercise
primarycontrol over evolutionary opportunity. Experiments in the equatorial Pacific
show thatupwelling is importantnot only in
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transportingbottomnutrientsto surfacewaters,but also in transferringcarbon dioxide
fromthe ocean to the atmosphere(Murrayet
al. 1994). Vertical mixing may be very widespread, but if the concentrationsof nutrients
and dissolved carbon dioxide are low in deep
water,itwill be ineffectivein stimulatingprimary production in the photic zone or in
bringingabout a change in climate. Upwelling may have been a critically important
means for bringing about biosphere-level
change during the Cretaceous and at other
times not because mixing was especially vigorous, but because the deep waters that rose
to the surface were unusually rich in nutrients and carbon dioxide. In short,upwelling
is the means, not the message. Its importance
should be greatestwhen the interrelatedprocesses of surfaceprimaryproductionand submarine volcanism are intense.
Ifvigorous mixingbringsup anoxic bottom
water, upwelling would have a deleterious
rather than a stimulatoryeffecton surface
productivity.This circumstancemight exist
if surface productivitywere high, oxygen
consumptionbelow thephoticzone were high
(especially in warm deep water),and vertical
mixingoccurredas infrequentevents(see e.g.,
Wilde and Berry 1984; Vogt 1989). The fact
that some extinctionsare marked in the sedimentaryrecord by widespread organic-rich
sediments has led many authors to suggest
thatthe catastrophicupwelling of anoxic watersto the photiczone caused widespread disruption among primaryproducers (see e.g.,
Wilde and Berry 1984; Hallock 1987; Vogt
1989; Bralower et al. 1994). I believe that the
coincidence between extinctionand oxygendeficientsedimentsreflectsa reductionin primaryproduction at the surfaceratherthan a
catastrophicupwelling episode of anoxic waterfollowed by a collapse in production.Upwelling mayoccasionallyhave interferedwith
primary producers, distributing and recycling resources to the upper ocean and atmosphere.
-The acControl,Feedback,and Productivity.
tivities of organisms, especially those with
high metabolic demands (high incomes), can
enhance productivity substantially and,
therefore,amplifythe stimulatingeffectsof
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increases in the availability of energy and
inorganic nutrients.For example, burrowing
in sediments rescues nutrients that would
otherwisebe buried out ofreach of organisms
(Yingst and Rhoads 1980; Thayer 1983; Fischer 1984;Bertness1985;Worsleyet al. 1985).
Herbivory and predation short-circuitthe
slower loop fromprimaryproducers to decomposersto primaryproducers(Fischer1984;
DeAngelis 1992). Scavenging or decomposition by largerfungiand high-energyanimals
also enhances the rate of recycling.Intimate
associations between organisms with different trophicroles have a similar effect.
One extremely important but generally
overlooked way in which amplificationoccurs is by the creation of new kinds of resources forwhich organismsmust complete.
Locomotion and the evolution of means to
recognize enemies or the members of one's
own species were effectiveresponses to predationand competition,and theyin turnmade
possible the evolution of internal fertilization. As a result,competitionforthe wholly
new resource of mates was made possible,
leading to the evolution of a staggeringvarietyof sexually related characteristics.Additional resources make for competition on
many fronts and require even greater sophistication of adaptation for locating, acquiring, and defending resources. In short,
such effectscreate new modes of life,lead to
the invasion of previously unoccupied environments and, therefore,enhance opportunitiesfor furtheradaptation and diversification.
The amplification of productivity and,
therefore,of opportunityis an example of
positive feedback or of what economists call
increasingreturns(Arthur1989). Most of this
enhancement is made possible by evolutionary breakthroughs.These are either innovations within clades-biomechanical or biochemical inventions-or new relationships
in the formof intimateassociations between
membersof differentclades. Thus, the three
ways thateconomistshave identifiedas leading to economic expansion (Mokyr 1990)higher income (faster metabolism), trade
(partnershipsand interactions),and technological innovation (new chemical pathways

or mechanical structures)-each have their
counterpartsin the economic world of organisms.
It could be argued that technological innovations that expand the control exercised
by organisms over resources could occur at
any timeirrespectiveof the supply of energy
and raw materials.This would indeed be so
if greatercontrolcould be achieved with low
material or energetic expenditures,or if innovationsincreased the efficiency
of resource
use. However, as discussed earlier, most innovations thatled to greatercontrolover resources are contingent on a relatively high
income and are oftenassociated with reduced
efficiency.The increasing returnsthat arise
fromcompetition-enhancingor defense-enhancing innovations are, therefore, more
likelyto take hold when extrinsicsupplies of
energy and nutrientshave risen first.
As pointed out in the introduction,the
Phanerozoic revolutions are unusual episodes in the historyof the biosphere because
theyreflectthe positive feedbackon productivitymade possible by increasingcontrolby
organisms over resource supply. Thus, the
evolution of predation and deep burrowing
in sediments in the Early Cambrian can be
interpretedas an increase in the rate of recyclingof nutrientsand an expansion of the
range of environmentsfromwhich resources
can be reclaimed. Mineralization can be interpretedas an effectivemeans of defense
against the new predators (Vermeij 1990).
Burrowing may represent another response
to the evolution of bottom-dwellingpredators (Vermeij 1987).
Many of these same responses with their
attendantpositive feedbacksoccurredduring
the laterMesozoic. In addition,the evolution
of floweringplants increased the rates of recyclingon land. Earlier vascular plants were
characterized by high levels of lignin and
othereffectivebut inertand energeticallyexpensive defenses (Robinson 1990). Flowering
plants generally rely on defenses thatcan be
moved fromplace to place within the plant
or that can be manufacturedand eliminated
as circumstanceswarrant.The concentration
of lignins and resins is much lower, and
growthratesare generallymuch higher(Rob-
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inson 1990). Decomposition and herbivory
may occur at higher rateson flowering-plant
vegetationthan theydid on the slower-growing plant dominantsof the late Paleozoic and
earlier Mesozoic. The evolution of social insects in the Early Cretaceous further increased ratesof decomposition on land (Robinson 1990). In the ocean, the evolution of
mineralized planktonic photosynthesizers
(coccolithophores,foraminifers,
and diatoms)
brought with it greater control of the biogeochemical cycles of calcium and silicon. I
do not know whethermineralizationprovided advantages to these photosynthesizingorganisms against consumers,but this remains
a possibility.
General Discussion
The explanationofferedhere forthe timing
of the largest Phanerozoic episodes of innovation, diversification,and biogeochemical
regulationcan be summarizedin the formof
four hypotheses. (1) Increased productivity
provides enhanced evolutionary opportunities for functionalimprovementand for diversification,and makes possible modes of
life thatrequire large amounts of energy. (2)
Long-term increases in productivity occur
when temperatureand nutrientsupplies rise
and when organisms gain greater access to
resources. (3) Submarine volcanism and the
accompanying phenomena of warming, hydrothermal activity,rising sea levels, and
broadening of warm-weather zones led to
higher productivityand triggeredthe later
Mesozoic and perhaps the early Paleozoic
revolutions. (4) This extrinsicstimulus was
greatlyamplified through positive feedback
by the evolution of higher metabolic rates
and othermeans bywhich new resourceswere
created and the extractionand recycling of
resourcesbecame more effective.
All attemptsto seek causal connectionsbetween historicalevents are subjectto the criticism that coincidence or proximityin time
suggests correlation, but does not demonstratecausality. Thus, the factthat processes
and eventswith the potentialto increase productivitytook place in the early stages of the
two prehuman Phanerozoic revolutionsdoes
not necessarily imply that the were respon-
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sible forthesefar-reaching
biological changes.
In the historicalrecord,moreover,even the
coincidence in timingis open to question given the uncertaintiesin the dating of the geological events and theirpurportedbiological
responses. I believe thatthe power of the explanation offeredhere is that the geological
events and processes are linked to evolutionary processes by a logical chain of principles
fromecology,population biology,economics,
geology, and paleontology.
Is it reasonable to expect thatbiogeochemical revolutions have a common cause? The
answer to this question depends on deepseated views about how the world works. I
maintaina certainhope that patternsof causality exist and that they are independent of
time. In other words, I believe there is predictabilityunderlying all the unique particulars of times, events, places, and participants. If it is legitimateto seek common causes or circumstancesfor extinctions,as I believe it is, then I see no reason why a similar
optimism should not also apply to revolutions.
Relationto theSupercycleTheory.
-The two
prehuman Phanerozoic revolutions coincide
with the riftingphases of that have been described as tectonic-climaticsupercycles.During the earlyphases, a supercontinentbegins
to fractureand the fragmentsdriftapart. In
consequence, sea levels rise, carbon dioxide
and othermantle-derivedmaterialsare added
to the crust, oceans, and atmosphere, and
warm climatic zones expand (Fischer 1981,
1984, 1985; Worsley et al. 1985; Nance et al.
1986; Veevers 1989, 1990).
With only two supercyclesreasonablywell
characterized,I believe it is prematureto inferan oscillatoryor cyclicalpatternof climate
and tectonicactivityin earth history.For the
thesis of this paper, however, the important
point is thatgreatevolutionaryopportunities
seem to be concentratedat times when very
large land masses being to break up and drift
apart.
Long-TermTrends.-Several claims have
been made about long-termtrendsat the level
of individual organisms and ecosystems. I
have argued that there has been increasing
sophisticationin competition-relatedand de-
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fense-relatedattributesof organisms within
specificenvironmentsthroughtimeas the result of a discontinuous process of escalation
between species and their enemies (Vermeij
1987). Bambach (1993) has marshalled evidence in favor of the view that marine primaryproductivityhas increased throughthe
Phanerozoic. Reversals in both purported
trends have been briefand, in the long run,
inconsequential. Thus, the gains made when
evolutionary opportunitywas greatesthave
generally not been undone subsequently
when continental fragmentscoalesced, sea
levels fell, warm belts shrank,and levels of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere declined.
The pace ofinnovationmayhave slackenedindeed, the innovative phase wanes long before the diversificationphase does-but the
novel high-energy modes of life and new
clades forthe mostpartpersist.Even the mass
extinctionsthat cropped the diversityof life
fromtimeto time(Sepkoski 1990) only briefly
and insignificantly
interruptedthe long-term
trends(Vermeij 1987; Jacksonand McKinney
1990). This may in partbe attributableto the
factthatthe average rateof species formation
has exceeded the average rate of extinction
duringmostintervalsofthe Phanerozoic, and
that species numbers have on the whole increased throughtime (see also Cracraft1985;
Hoffman1989; Vermeij 1989a; Signor 1990).
Human economic historyshows a similar
retentionof gains despite fluctuationsin resource availability and economic opportunity.The conditionsthatmake innovation possible are, therefore,much less common and
probably of much shorterduration than are
the conditionsunder which the new economic systemand its participantsare maintained.
Outstanding Questions and Tests.-Many
questions remain unanswered. Perhaps the
mostimportantis whethernutrientsupply or
energy supply is the criticaleconomic stimulus. On the one hand it could be argued that,
because primaryproducersharnessonly a tiny
fraction of incoming solar radiation, the
availabilityof energydoes not constrainevolution. Terrestrialplants can take up no more
than 20% of full sunlight (Horn 1971), and
transferof energybetween trophiclevels occurswith efficienciesthatare oftenbelow 10%
(DeAngelis 1992). However, higher temper-

aturesup to a criticalthresholdof 30?C to 40?C
(depending on the species) do permita greater range of functionsand speed up the consumptionand redistributionof nutrients.Because locomotor speed and the demand for
food typicallyrise with temperature,encounter rates between consumers and their resources also increase,promotingtradeand its
attendant economic wealth. An increase in
global temperatureor a widening of warm
zones resultingfroma rise in carbon dioxide
concentrationsfromvolcanic sources would
provide opportunities for the evolution of
high metabolicactivityand increase access of
organisms to available resources. Enhancement of nutrientsupplies alone is probably
notsufficient.
The cold circum-Antarctic
ocean
supports some of the most fertile waters
known,but mostspecies thereare physiologically and evolutionarilyconstrainedby winter darkness (Clarke 1983, 1993) and to some
extentalso by low temperatures.I therefore
suspect that warming associated with submarine volcanism and related phenomena is
even moreimportantas an economic stimulus
than is an increase in nutrientsupply.
Another question is whether the thermal
stimulus and nutrientenrichmentfromsubmarine volcanism and transgressionare sufficientin magnitude and duration to have
propelled the biosphere into revolution.Are
there criticalincrementsor time scales over
which productivitymust rise in order to establish and sustain the new higher-energy
modes of life that created the positive feedback to still higher productivity?
Answers to these questions will require
ecosystem-levelmodeling of nutrientand energy inputs, feedback mechanisms among
trophiclevels, temperatureeffectson ecosystem function,and nutrientcycling on very
long time scales. Up until now, such efforts
have been done at time scales of a decade or
less (see e.g., DeAngelis 1992; Melillo et al.
1993). It is also importantto extend population-geneticmodeling. For example, what is
the minimum duration (expressed either as
absolute time or as number of generations)
necessaryforthe completionofspeciationand
forthe establishmentof significantfunctional improvements in a world of expanding
populations and resources?
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There is ample opportunityto test aspects
of the general hypothesisof evolutionaryopshould
portunityproposed here.Futureefforts
of
the
precision
on
increasing
concentrate
of
as
well
events
dates and durations physical
as biological responses. If the hypotheses in
this paper are correct,submarine volcanism
and increases in productivityand per capita
access should be demonstrable not only for
the two Phanerozoic revolutions,and also for
the earlier Proterozoic revolutions documented by Knoll (1992) and Des Marais et al.
(1992) and forthe less dramaticPhanerozoic
episodes of the mid-Paleozoic and Cenozoic.
A record of submarine volcanism, chemical
and physical weathering,and upwelling, togetherwith a betterquantitativeunderstanding of their physical and biological consequences, will provide data that will either
support or refutethe claims in this paper.
Because productivityis the link between
extrinsic causes and evolutionary opportunity, effortsmust be made to find reliable
measures or indicatorsof primaryproductivityin the fossil record.Although analyses of
carbon isotopes are promising (see e.g., Arthur et al. 1985, 1987), I believe that paleobioassays based on the sizes and abundances
of epibiont communities on shell-bearing
marine animals should be developed from
studies of Recent ecosystemsin order to estimate marine productivityin benthic communitiesof the past. Withsuch estimates,correlationbetweenincreasesin productivityand
episodes of biogeochemical and enemy-related innovation can be placed on a firmerfooting than is now possible.
The validityofthe claim thatextrinsiccauses ratherthan the coincidental invention of
novelties are ultimatelyresponsible for the
great evolutionary bursts can also be tested
by comparingthe timeofappearance ofprobable key innovations in biochemical pathand symbiosiswith
ways,organicarchitecture,
known physical events and with purported
evolutionaryconsequences. I predictthat,although innovations may arise at any time,
those thatmake possible greateraccess to and
more rapid use of resourceswill be found to
appear and to spread at times when resource
supply and temperatureincrease.
Similarly,the role of crises in setting the
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stage forsubsequent innovation can be tested
by plotting the appearance of extinction
events and of evolutionarybreakthroughsin
chemistry,symbiosis,or developmental pattern. I predict that evolutionary breakthroughswill correspondto timesof resource
expansion rather than to time intervals immediatelyfollowing crises,because environments during the latter intervals either are
still hostile or are characterizedby reduced
intensitiesofcompetitionand predation(economic activity).
TheHumanRevolution.
-The rise of the human species would be justifiablyregarded as
a thirdPhanerozoic revolution.Not only are
our activitieschangingbiogeochemical cycles
on a global scale, but our species has a vastly
higherper capita use of energyand materials
than has any other. It is thereforelegitimate
to ask whether our origin and rise to dominance during the Pliocene can be attributed
to circumstancessimilar to those hypothesized to be responsibleforearlierrevolutions.
The early to middle Pliocene was a time of
significanttransgression,
broadeningof warm
belts, and tectonicallyinduced geographical
change (see Crowley 1991a; Dowsett et al.
1992). Whether these changes are accompanied by submarine volcanism and by high
concentrationsof carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is unclear, but the preglacial Pliocene seems to have been characterizedby high
productivity. Kennett and Thunell (1975)
claimed that the frequency of deep-sea ash
beds and, therefore,the frequencyofvolcanic
eruptions,was especially high duringthe last
2 m.y.,and had a secondary peak during the
earlyPliocene. Rates of sedimentationand of
chemical weathering were also high during
this interval (Davies et al. 1977; Capo and
DePaolo 1990; Edmond 1992; Raymo and
Ruddiman 1992). However, it is perhaps even
more likely that the high frequency of ash
beds is the consequence of strong winds,
which would carry airborne nutrients like
iron to open oceans where an increase in productivitywould then be likely (see e.g., Sigurdsson 1990; Bergerand Wefer 1991).
Once humans achieved technological sophistication,the biosphere-scalechanges that
ensued were almost entirely caused by human agency. This was achieved in large mea-
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sure by the greateraccess to energyand to an
ever increasing variety of natural resources
offood,industrialmaterials,minerals,metals,
fibers,fertilizer,medicines, and so on. At no
time in the history of life have increasing
returnsand positive feedbacksplayed so dramatic a role in stimulating productivityas
theydo in the expanding economies of technologically advanced human societies (see
e.g., Arthur1989; Mokyr 1990).
-The viewImplications
forMacroevolution.
point elaborated in this paper is thatthe timing of great biological events, whether they
be extinctionsor revolutions,is set by extrinsic circumstances,which triggera cascade of
consequences that are controlled by ecological and evolutionary processes intrinsic to
organisms. In this view, the everyday lives
of individuals as well as the comings and goings of evolutionarybranches are dictatedby
economic conditions.The microevolutionary
and microeconomicmarketforcesof competition,natural selection, and adaptation operate against a backdrop of macroeconomic
supply and demand. The latteris under both
extrinsicand intrinsiccontrol,and there is a
tighttwo-waycausal link between processes
at the microeconomic and macroeconomic
scale.
It maybe that,as controlby organismsover
supply increases, the relative importance of
extrinsicfactorswanes. This mayexplain why
observers familiarwith evolutionary events
of the Proterozoicand earlyPhanerozoic have
tended to emphasize extrinsicfactors(see e.g.,
Boucot 1975; Des Marais et al. 1992; Knoll
1992), whereas those who work on later
Phanerozoic historyhave moreofteninvoked
intrinsic factors (Vermeij 1977; Robinson
1990).
There maybe a parallel in human economic
history.Whereas early phases in our technological development may have been under
strong extrinsiccontrol, the dramatic technological innovations of the Industrial Revolution and especially the period after 1850
may, as Mokyr (1990) argues, be largely attributableto powerful positive feedback initiated by a few key inventions and by scientificresearch.
My conception of evolutionary opportu-

nity differsfrom that of others in the role
accorded to competition.In his metaphor of
the wedge, Darwin (1872) assumed that,because competitionfor resources is an importantagency of selection,an intensificationof
competitionwould result in strongerselection and, therefore,in more rapid evolution.
This inferenceis correctas long as selection
changes the adaptational status quo, that is,
if a heritablybased response to competition
is possible. With more intense competition,
however,mostselection prunes extremephenotypes and thereforeeffectivelyreinforces
the statusquo and preventsevolution. In order for competition,predation, or any other
agency of selection to cause evolution, selectionmustbe directional;an adaptive response
mustbe possible. This can happen only when
functionalincompatibilitiesthatyield the adaptational status quo are relaxed, which is
most likely when individuals in the population gain greateraccess to resources.Competitionin the broad sense may be necessary
forthe evolution of functionalimprovement,
but it becomes sufficientonly when individuals or populations can respond to change.
The increased availability of, and access to,
resourcesmeans thatthe vessel in which the
wedge fitsis becoming larger.
The economic view of evolution I have outlined in this paper has implications for the
way in which macroevolutionaryprocesses of
diversificationand extinctionare viewed. In
the macroevolutionaryframeworkerectedby
Stanley (1975, 1979), Gould (1982, 1985), and
others,processesaffectingthe appearance and
disappearance of species and more inclusive
clades must be understood in terms of collective properties,that is, of attributesthat
characterizegroups ratherthan individuals.
The fates of clades, in other words, are to a
significantextent decoupled from (or independent of) the fatesofindividual organisms,
so thatthe traditionalconcepts of natural selection and adaptation thatapply to the evolution of individuals cannot be invoked. The
rise and fall of clades obey principles different fromthose governingthe success and failure of organisms.
Such an approach is analogous to the argument that the rise and fall of nations can
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be understoodby working out the genealogy
(phylogeny) and pattern of replacement of
rulers. A political history of nations (or of
clades) provides a sufficientaccount of history.
I believe that, importantas it is to trace
patternsof descent and replacement and to
identifythe traitsthataffectthe fatesofclades,
such a macroevolutionaryworld view is incomplete.Organismsand clades, like citizens
and nations, are affectedby, and must respond to, an environmentthatpresentschallenges and opportunities.Individual organisms respond to events whose frequency is
within the time scale of individual lifespans;
clades respond to less frequentchanges. The
economic perspective provides a satisfying
integration of microevolutionaryand macroevolutionaryprinciplesby emphasizingthe
factthathistoryis at all timesand at all spatial
and temporal scales influencedby resources
and by the marketforcesthat apply to them.
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